To create a sketch using a single sketch pen:

1. Open or create a sketch design in the Silhouette Studio® software.

2. Position a piece of paper or cardstock onto a cutting mat and load it into your Silhouette electronic cutting tool.

3. Select a Silhouette sketch pen, remove the cap, and place the pen into the blade holder of your Silhouette electronic cutting tool.

4. In the Silhouette cut settings materials list, select “Silhouette Sketch Pen” and change the blade type to “Sketch Pen” then press “Cut”.

5. After you’re done sketching, unload the mat from the Silhouette and remove your material.
To create a sketch using a multiple pen colors:

1. Open or create a sketch design in the Silhouette Studio® software. Decide what color you want each line to be.

2. Position a piece of paper or cardstock onto a cutting mat and load it into your Silhouette electronic cutting tool.

3. Select all the lines and set them to “No Cut” in the cut style menu.

4. Select all the lines you want to sketch with a particular pen color and set them to “Cut” in the cut style menu.

5. Load the desired Silhouette sketch pen into the blade holder of your Silhouette electronic cutting tool.

6. In the Silhouette cut settings materials list, select “Silhouette Sketch Pen” and change the blade type to “Sketch Pen” then press “Cut”.

7. Repeat steps 3-6 for each individual pen color until your sketch is done. (Do not unload the mat or reposition the on-screen image until the entire sketch is complete.)

8. After you’re done sketching, unload the mat from the Silhouette and remove your material.
To create a cutout of a sketch design:

1. Open or create a sketch design in the Silhouette Studio® software. Decide what color you want each line to be and which line is to be the cut line.

2. Position a piece of paper or cardstock onto a cutting mat and load it into your Silhouette electronic cutting tool.

3. Select all the lines and set them to “No Cut” in the cut style menu.

4. Select all the lines you want to sketch with a particular pen color and set them to “Cut” in the cut style menu.

5. Load the desired Silhouette sketch pen into the blade holder of your Silhouette electronic cutting tool.

6. In the Silhouette cut settings materials list select “Silhouette Sketch Pen” and change the blade type to “Sketch Pen” then press “Cut”.
After the sketching is done, select all the lines and set them to “No Cut” in the cut style menu.

Select the lines you want to designate as cut lines and set them to “Cut” in the cut style menu.

In the Silhouette cut settings materials list, select the material type that you want to cut and adjust the blade as indicated.

Load the blade into the blade holder of your Silhouette electronic cutting tool. Click “Cut” in the Silhouette Studio® cut settings menu.

After your project is complete, unload the mat from the Silhouette and remove your material.